
HOW TO 
BET ON 
HOCKEY



PLAYING 
  THE GAME

To bet on hockey, tell the ticket writer the betting number of 
the team you wish to bet and the amount you wish to wager. 
If your team covers the goal spread (puck line), you win. The 
payout is based on a “Money Line.” 

Money Line or Straight Up: To understand the odds for 
a game based on $1 bet, a “minus” (-) preceding the 
betting number indicates the team is a favorite. A “plus” 
(+) preceding the betting number indicates the team is an 
underdog. The team that you bet on must simply win the 
game, with a Money Line bet. 

The Goal Spread (Puck Line): When betting on hockey, the 
team you bet on must “cover the spread.” This means the 
team must win or not lose by a predetermined margin of 
goals. 

Total: Total points scored in a game. Also called the Over/
Under. 

Hockey Parlays: You may combine several teams into one 
wager. All teams must win to win the bet. Hockey parlays 
are figured out by calculating the payout for the first game, 
based on the Money Line, then applying that amount to the 
next game and so forth. 

Example: The Lightning are 1.5 goal favorites to win. The 
Lightning must win the game by at least two goals to be a 
winner. If you bet on the Panthers, you win your bet if: 
   a. The Panthers win the game.  
   b. The game ends in a tie.  
   c. The Panthers lose the game by not more than 1 goal. 

The Lightning are -220 to win the game meaning you would wager 
$22 to win $10 on Tampa Bay. Florida is +180 to win outright meaning 
you would wager $10 to win $18.

Note: The bottom team is always listed as the home team unless 
otherwise specified. The goal line or puck line is used in conjunction 
with the point spread. If the Lightning win by 2 goals or more, a $10 
bet would win $14 and return $24. If the Panthers win, tie, or lose by 
one goal, a $16 bet would win $10 and return $26.

Bet # Team Money Line Total Total
401 Panthers +180 +1.5 (-160)

402 Lightning -220 5 -1.5 (+140)

Must be at least 21 years old to play Slots, Table Games or to receive 
Seminole Wild Card benefits. Must be 18 or older to play Bingo and 

Live Poker. Persons who have been trespassed or banned by the Seminole Tribe of Florida or those 
who have opted into the self-exclusion program are not eligible. If you or someone you know has a 
gambling problem, please call 1.888.ADMIT.IT.


